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Aqua Orange has been
already in the business
for over 10 years. We
provide solutions for all
your computer problems,
web hosting, and online
marketing and for your
customer relationship
management system.

About Us

We offer a wide variety
of services. From PC
Support, Web Hosting,
Internet Marketing and
most specially CRM
software. We would love
to offer our services.

3
Services
We intend to provide our
customers with the best
services from beginning
to end, with a smart and
reliable solution, fast and
quality delivery.

No matter how big you
are, public or private,
and in what industries or
sectors you do business,
we can help you work
smarter and reach your
goals.
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Our Business
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Our Vision

About Us

We Will Make IT Happen…
AquaOrange has been in business since 2003 serving

two services had brought great opportunities for

clients in and outside Thailand. Ever since its founding,

AquaOrange to be known as a one stop total business

AquaOrange sought to be an effective IT service provider

solution provider in Thailand and other countries in

coupled with a commitment to be used as an advantage by

Southeast Asia.

their clients. The dedication of the soul founder and CEO of

By the late 2010, AquaOrange began offering a new

AquaOrange, Shahan Farid along with the rest of his team

breed of services in Thailand, one is IT Support which

had driven the success of the company all throughout

caters all sorts of computer problems and computer

a decade in providing quality service with a touch of

maintenance services and the other is Domain Hosting

technological advancements.

that provides its client a quality web hosting solutions
and Domain registration services.

The company built its reputation primarily as a Customer
Relationship

Management

(CRM)

System

consultant

Throughout its history, AquaOrange has survived and

supported by AquaCRM Software. The team later on realized

expanded its offerings by just living up to the idea that

to venture on another service offering which is proven to

the success of their client is also their success. The key

complement with the former and they call this department

is to deliver exceptional work with extremely creative

as Online Marketing. The collaboration between the

people.

$125.435
(56.5 %)

Company Statistic

$78.865
(35.3 %)

AquaOrange firmly believes in directing the clients to increase their business
output through the application of the latest technical tools and a careful
handling of the changing dynamics of software development. AquaOrange

$59.477
(21.5 %)
$20.700
(11 %)

$21.531
(10 %)

delivers quality service that serves as an eye opener for the customers
to conduct business more creatively and effectively. We balance project
duration and product development efforts to suit your business needs.
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
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More than 10 years in business
...and still counting

Our Business
AquaOrange is a diversified CRM Software provider and

The state-of-the-art infrastructure accentuated with the

an IT outsourcing company that gives both offshore and

latest technological tools at AquaOrange helps in working

onshore technological solutions to business enterprises

out intelligent, quick and cost cutting software solutions

around the country. We relish the opportunity to

for assorted business enterprises. Maximum of our tools

implement ambitious projects in challenging environments.

are supported by global community worldwide.

AquaOrange has proven expertise in encompassing low
cost but high quality and reliable CRM software solutions

The strength of AquaOrange lies in its management and

and services in areas like IT consulting, web design and

outstanding model of project execution that makes it

development, online marketing and content management

possible for the timely delivery of the most complicated

and many other business systems.

and advanced software and IT solutions to the clients.
Supported by a talented pool of experienced staff,

With years’ management experience, AquaOrange has the

AquaOrange offers you dedicated service at all stages

status of a reputed CRM software service provider by gaining

of the project-right from the initial specification to the

immense experience in undertaking and implementing a

final delivery and maintenance, with a round the clock

wide range of projects for reputed organizations and firms

support.

across Thailand.

We take ideas, turn
them digital, and
generate revenue
for our clients.

www.advertising.co.th

www.aquacrmsoftware.com

Provides high

Provides quality web

quality and cost

hosting solution and

efficient computer

Domain registration

support in Thailand.

service.

www.thaipcsupport.com
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Empowers
companies with a
total management
system in one
business pack.
clients.

www.thaidomainhosting.com

Services

AquaCRM Software
AquaCRM Software is now the leading provider of CRM software applications in Thailand developed for small and
medium size enterprises (SMEs). It conforms to ISO 29110 Standard and a BOI and SIPA accredited.
Aside from the office in Bangkok, the company has branches in Mumbai and New Delhi, India as the workplace for
development.
AquaCRM Software is providing a total business solution that empowers organizations with a complete customer
relationship lifecycle management solution for managing organization-wide Sales, Marketing, and Customer Support
in a single business system as well as other modules that extend beyond traditional CRM software, including modules
for Products, Vendors, Quote and Invoice Processing.
AquaCRM software capabilities is remarkable in healthcare and real estate industries as it provides organizationwide strategic planning, communication strategies, consulting services, database construction and sales generating
strategies.
The company sees good opportunities in growing in Southeast Asia as it provides SMEs a low cost and easy to use
CRM solution which makes ThaiCRM attractive to this target market.

Why AquaCRM?
Support

Training

Professional Services

Customers with a Thai CRM Support
Subscription have access to trained
personnel for resolving Support
Requests. Thai CRM team proudly
introduces a spectrum of offerings
which places your installation in great
hands – ours.

From the basics of business computing
through to mastering the most
powerful features, our training ensures
there’s something to help drive every
business further.

Thai CRM goes beyond the hardware
and software needs of solution
implementation. It includes a widely
accepted and appreciated On Demand
working model along with reliable and
effective assistance at any point in your
CRM life-cycle.
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Thai Domain Hosting
Thai Domain Hosting is a privately held company that has been helping businesses establish an online presence since 1998 by taking
care of all their web presence requirements. We host over 100,000 websites catering to business of all sizes, professionals and home
users. Our specialization lies in Web Hosting, Email Hosting, Web Development and Design with unparalleled package customizations
to suit the needs of all kinds of users.
We are a team of over 70+ professionals who are really passionate about technology and are constantly working towards ensuring a
great hosting experience for you. Web designers, web developers, application developers as well as small, medium and large businesses
have trusted us with their hosting requirements time and again.
We strongly believe that a great product needs to be backed by exceptional support. All our products and services have round the clock
support throughout the year. All in all, we are a bunch of really passionate people who want to leave no stone unturned to make your
Thai Domain Hosting experience the best ever!
To harness and perfect the finest of advertising, strategically and technical skills for development of customer-centric and inventive
World Wide Web results those make sure optimization of our clients’ online growth business potentials.
We believe in educating our customers and let them understand the technical aspects of web hosting and designing, as with any
product you will be able to understand its operation better when you know what is at the backend and how things are working.
We have a polite support staffs that render technical support over phone and email. Moreover as we are a small company we provide
personalized service to customers as you may get fed up with big companies where you talk to a new guy each time you make a support
query.
Outsourcing partners
Apart from our direct customers we are also working for a few business to business clients, who are actively involved in the same
business and we act as the back office in Bangkok. We provide website designing, website hosting and SEO services for our outsourcing
partners in different parts of the world.

Enterprise Quality Web Hosting
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Thai Pc Support
Technology is only useful so long as it’s running properly! We can ensure that it does. Our trained professionals are
experts in the many different aspects of IT Support. From a single machine to any large network, we can help. Our
support solutions are designed to bring the most efficient services available to you.
Thai PC Support is available to help you with any computer troubleshooting problem or question at any time, day or
night. We can fix your computer; help you install new software, remove viruses and spyware or set-up your wireless
network, all from a click away using our remote pc repair technology. Our highly trained remote pc repair computer
technicians are standing-by, ready and able to resolve your computer troubleshooting problems. Even better, you
don’t have to leave the comfort of your home or office. We can do it all by using our remote pc log-in technology which
is safe and secure.
With over ten years of experience in information technology, we are uniquely qualified to help you with your computer
troubleshooting questions and problems.
Thai PC Support is your trusted one-stop shop for personalized remote pc repair. Using a secure remote pc log-in
technology, our expert computer technicians are available from 9 am to 6 pm CST to provide you with an enhanced
level of personal service. It’s like having an IT person on staff, without the associated costs. Whether you use your
computer for business or strictly for personal interest, we are qualified to help you.
Just give us a all and see what we can do.

Our Partners :
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Advertising.co.th
There are countless web services providers to choose from, but very few thought leaders that can tie everything together and make it
work. Aqua Orange is one of these teams.
The alphabet soup of Internet marketing is complex and ever changing: SEO, PPC, CRO. What does it all mean? To fully capitalize on its
power means understanding not just the pieces, but how they interact and build on one another.
That’s why so many companies have come to rely on Portent. We have experts in all Internet marketing specialties such as Search Engine
Optimization (SEO) and Pay Per Click (PPC) campaigns. As important, these experts work side-by-side, collaborating and combining their
strength, for your benefit.
We provide Consulting, Branding and execute Internet Marketing plans with a purpose. Yes, we can build and design websites, but we
are especially interested in driving traffic and generating revenue for your business. Oh and did we mention that we design very cool
things along the way? If you are looking for an Internet Marketing Agency in Bangkok to make this happen, just contact us.
Our strength comes from working with our clients to identify their immediate needs, as well as to anticipate growth and the IT needs
that come with it. As a small business ourselves, we have an understanding of how critical it is to consistently meet the needs of the
growing businesses we support.
We develop cutting edge technology solutions for customers helping their business to grow at a faster pace in a more competitive
market. Our delivery model provides customers a quality pool of human resources to choose from .we help customers take the right
decision on products and solutions so that all solutions are well aligned with the desired results and business goals.
Through our superior network, world-class support and innovative packages we have earned a solid reputation for quality and service.
Success has been achieved by offering all types of high quality innovative web solution.

Our Four Elements for Online Marketing:

1

2

3

4

TECHNOLOGY

CREATIVITY

MARKETING

ANALYTICS
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